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Chapter 1681 A Shocking Foundation! l 

Speechless. 

Those watching were utterly speechless as they observed an obscene amount of flames nobody should 

be able to handle at once disappearing into the body of a single existence as seconds later, he continued 

to break past the layers of the Burgeoning Limit Breaking Extreme Physique as he now raced past the 

Sixth Layer! 

His figure never stopped as he fully entered the region at the peak of the Vestigial Flames Mountain that 

held only the allure of terrifying golden flames, his figure becoming bathed thoroughly with them as he 

looked like an ancient creature undergoing baptism. 

He floated with utter majesty and regality as while countless flames raged into him, he bellowed out a 

roar of dominance and authority that caused even the coming flames to tremble. 

OOOOOOH! 

…! 

His astounding will let itself be known as the Ninth Firmament Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Humans that 

had recently appeared to observe the shocking event turned somber. 

In one corner of space, the figure of Adjudicator Katelyn could be seen as she tapped her chin while 

watching this scene, her eyes being surprised but not revealing any traces of shock. 

She only had a single passing thought that would make any lesser beings tremble. 

'He really does look and act similar to that guy as well…' 

WAA! 

Her thoughts were her own as nobody would be privy to them, her jewel-like eyes watching with 

curiosity as the figure of Alexander stopped to take in everything, tendrils of golden draconic flames 

constantly swirling into his body as he seemed like an untouchable existence! 

The Purple Lotus shone brighter with every passing second as soon enough… 

"The Seventh Layer!" 

A somber shout echoed out from a Ninth Firmament Royal Human that closely observed the change. 

And in another few seconds… 

"The Eighth Layer!" 

BZZZT! 

The words contained disbelief even as they came out, but the changes were undeniable as more and 

more Runic Ecritures of began to bloom and surround the figure protectively! 



Back in the Cosmic Holy Land, Noah was spending a significant amount of time having every part of his 

body refined by the golden Vestigial Flames, the blazing heat melting the nearby space as it surged into 

his very marrows and forged him like molten iron. 

The Runic Kainos Mana Lines of Ascendancy truly made everything possible with getting a second 

Physique as when all of the countless lines over his body were filled with golden flames…yet another 

layer was torn as the Ninth Layer of the Burgeoning Limit Breaking Extreme Physique was attained. 

OOOM! 

Astounding power crackled on every part of Noah's body as the most fundamental change yet was 

occurring right now! 

His very origin and Cosmos were painted and refined by the golden Vestigial Flames as his Royal Cosmos 

were burned with a golden hue, the power they emanated being terrifying as his Physique was further 

changed inside out. 

Near the very top of the Vestigial Flames Mountain, Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Humans watched 

breathlessly as in the next moment, cylindrical rays of golden light began to shoot out from the Purple 

Lotus as it began to break down- this blinding light only increasing in intensity as in mere moments… 

HOOOOONG! 

A blinding, pure, and majestic Golden Lotus appeared. 

It was full of life and utmost wonder as it surged with essence into the body below it, granting it a 

shocking significance as it meant the Tenth Layer of the Burgeoning Limit Breaking Extreme Physique 

was achieved! 

One must know…not even a minute had passed. 

So what took others a million years to do…Noah took less than a minute to accomplish! 

Of course, it didn't just happen out of nowhere as many astounding factors had to be in play that no 

other beings could have achieved- but it was still a ridiculous achievement to have on his shoulder as the 

audience watching this event on the Vestigial Flames Mountain were utterly silent. 

It wasn't that they hadn't seen an existence with a completed Burgeoning Limit Breaking Extreme 

Physique before- they had actually seen a decent amount of Ninth Firmament Tyrants achieve it over 

the billions of years! 

They just hadn't seen one be completed in a minute. 

What an astounding foundation one had to have to make this possible! 

And if one could have built such a foundation before they broke their shackles and formed their Reality 

Passages? Ah! 

Many shook their heads in amazement as they prepared to get to know who this being still surrounded 

by raging golden flames was, when they finally noticed the discrepancy as… 

"Why are the Vestigial Flames still surging towards him?" 



…! 

Shock dawned in their eyes as it very quickly turned to understanding. 

In the 9 Runic Ecritures of Modus Operandi within the Bloodline Ecriture Repository, there were 3 

methods to refine one's Physique! 

One entirely relied on any Vestigial Flames, while the Chassis and Relegator's Limit Breaking Extreme 

Physique could be attained with other means as the alternative was to start with Blue Vestigial Flames 

and the Physiques could be completed if one could withstand the golden flames! 

This was why it was mainly known that Legends would take their time to make a trip to the Vestigial 

Flames Mountain to bathe in Golden flames and add these additional Physiques into their bodies and 

origins…but nobody had expected a Ninth Firmament existence to begin displaying such a scene today. 

Those watching didn't even dare to pose the question of whether his body could withstand multiple 

Physiques as they could only watch breathlessly when the surging golden flames were beckoned by the 

magisterial figure to surge into his body with even more fervor. 

Two Physiques were completed on his body as for his paramount foundation, he wouldn't stop here! 

Two more would be forged today as just with them in place, tens of Reality Passages were guaranteed 

as the moment his main body woke from its slumber…his own Runic Ecriture of Modus Operandi would 

begin its design as he was becoming more and more ready to break his own shackles! 

— 

Meanwhile, another True Sanguine Clone was making progress in a unique dimension as this clone was 

accompanied by the exquisite figure of RUINATION. 

A resplendent robe with the runic ecriture reading draped over the back of this Quasi-TABOO Relic as 

she stood beside Noah while they were surrounded by crystalline mirrors all around them, with their 

path having been crossing through countless areas like this where the crystalline mirrors parted way as 

they forged forward. 

The clone beside RUINATION was emitting wondrous waves of power at this moment as the pulsing of 

illusory Runic Kainos Mana Lines of Ascendancy could be seen on its body while Runic Ecritures 

reading and surrounded him with constant hums as if they were paying homage to his body! 

An illusory Golden Lotus representing yet another completed Physique could be seen on his forehead as 

both he and RUINATION had come to a stop while wading through the new environment of the Mirror 

Dimension. 

They came to a stop because this time, they finally came across something different from the crystalline 

movable mirror like structures as before their very eyes, they could see a fantastical scene. 

Looking entirely similar to RUINATION and Noah's devilishly handsome figure, two existences that could 

be termed their clones stepped out of the countless mirrors and stared at them with terrifying glares 

emanating glorious power! 

Chapter 1682 Chosen Emperor! l 



Portions of Noah's souls were spread out across the veils of Dimensions under the Infinite Dream- these 

souls following the intricate weaving of the Dream Dimension with the vast Realities to achieve 

unbelievable results! 

They crossed vast distances in short periods of time as with the pull of destiny, they landed into their 

respective Realities. 

There were 999 portions of souls, and most of them would come to land within Emerging Realities as a 

few…would have the chance for even more fantastical Realities out there! 

Dozens of souls were able to follow the weaving of destiny and the Essence of the Dream Dimension to 

land within Prime Realities, and then there was a single other notable soul that didn't land in an 

Emerging nor Prime Reality. 

A single soul that after crossing the veils of Dimensions and crossing the folding of space with Dream 

Essence, it came to and began to wake as it saw its foreign surroundings. 

Bleak. 

This was the only word to describe everything around this area as while Noah's soul woke and spread its 

awareness out, he saw thin wisps of essence all around as the shocking thing was the fact that his soul 

felt immense restrictions pressing down from all around even though there was barely any essence in 

the surroundings! 

SHAAA! 

His soul formed into a body as seeing the stellar darkness all around him, Noah waved his hands as the 

authority of the Dictum Emperor and Commandment bloomed out- a golden book appearing along with 

wisps of Commandment as he voiced out. 

"Where am I right now?" 

…! 

A Forgotten Reality! 

A visage from the Olden Times- from a past Era that if anyone came across such a Reality that had 

survived countless eons…they would come to find many secrets hidden within! 

As Noah's will began to propel outwards, he came across broken and shattered stellar bodies, barren 

space, and ancient structures until finally… 

BZZZT! 

"Hmm?" 

His will enveloped a region that rebuffed him right away as it came across an aged domain filled with the 

Essence of vicissitude! 

Olden structures rose and fell behind it as Noah couldn't get to see past this region, his eyes sharpening 

as he felt a billowing beastial aura emanate from this location. 



Arcs of stellar light bloomed from his body as with a golden book in hand that had begun to write golden 

words on its pages, Noah went towards the source of power of a Forgotten Reality that he had just 

arrived in! 

— 

OOOM! 

The unique air of the Mirror Dimension sang with incoherent sounds as the forming and shattering on 

countless mirrors could be heard at all times. 

The Clone that had ventured into this Dimension finally came across something unique as in the Dream 

Dimension, Noah had rebuffed a Nightmare Sand Emperor and attained an ultimate skill, and the Clone 

that had pulled upon the strings of the Primordial Blacklist had a Legion heading towards him at this 

moment. 

Then there were also the Clones forging Relics and Elixirs in the Cosmic Holy Land while utilizing the 

robust Sacred Herbs and Plants that were spread out over many Galaxies! 

A change now happened for the Clone in the Mirror Dimension as he stared at the exact replica of 

himself and RUINATION, the details of these creatures rising before his eyes. 

:: An Amalgamation of self and nonself concepts that is kept alive by the Essence of the Mirror 

Dimension. It can mimic the qualities and concepts of any existence to the extent that its soul can 

handle, with it being capable of taking on the identity of the existence it mimicked if they can entirely 

defeat the original. It can naturally mirror the concepts and abilities of its enemies the more it gazes and 

observes their Essence, until they reach a state where they are even stronger than their chosen target…. 

BZZZT! 

Mirror Beast Kings! Existences that were at this very moment actually copying Noah and RUINATION, 

with their level of mimicking only rising over time as they became more familiar with the Essence 

emanating from the two of them! 

Yet Noah only looked at the Mirror Beast King that looked just like him with coldness as he seemed to be 

looking at himself with something major being out of place. 

His laid back look caused the Mirror Beast King mimicking him to growl out dangerously, its body 

beginning to give off terrifying waves of power at the Ninth Firmament of Ascendancy as a close 

replication of the Essence of Apocalypse and Resplendent Emperor among others began to emanate 

from it! 

It was truly copying the concepts of its as such a beast posed great dangers in the Mirror Dimension for 

many, with it knowing one's concepts and moves the most as more often than not, they would attain 

victory and rise in power. 

Yet Noah only looked coldly at this creature as he voiced out dominantly. 

"A mere King dares to mimic my qualities and concepts?!" 

HOOONG! 



Only his will surged out as the Mirror Beast King roared out in a similar manner to match Noah, its eyes 

actually beginning to shine in devilish excitement as it sensed the overabundance of Concepts that Noah 

had- concepts that it was now mimicking rapidly! 

Its soul cheered on at finding such an exemplary enemy with so many concepts to mimic as just when 

this Mirror Beast King was reaching even greater levels of power, its smile began to fade. 

It realized the concepts it was mimicking from this being…there were simply too many and of too high of 

quality! 

Too many Quasi-TABOO Nomological Edicts for its soup to hold! Too many intricate Primordial Epitaphs 

and Bloodlines that in a matter of moments… 

"Huh?" 

The body of the Mirror Beast King mimicking Noah began to balloon outwards unstably as its soul began 

to tremble and crack from the sheer number of Concepts it was trying to mimic! 

The rage of mimicking was so fast that when this creature noticed, it was already too late as the soup 

strength of another being was the one thing Mirror Beasts could not replicate, and the soul of this 

creature simply could not handle the concepts of the body it tried to copy. 

So before Noah even made a move… 

BOOM…CRACK! 

The figure of the Mirror Beast King inflated like a balloon as it exploded into countless mirror shards 

soon after. 

"..." 

Intense silence descended after such a reality as the remaining Mirror Beast King mimicking RUINATION 

shook with rising terror in its eyes! 
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<An Astounding Achievement! Your concepts have exceeded the mimicking abilities of Mirror Beast 

Kings as the implosion of one has extracted the ultimate ability- Mirror Beast Summon!> 

A prompt rose before Noah's eyes that turned towards the remaining Mirror Beast King. 

He still didn't make a move as the figure of RUINATION floated forward serenely. Her crimson gold robe 

fluttered in the unique space as her emotionless eyes came close until eventually, the Mirror Beast King 

that looked exactly the same as her was right before her! 

The eyes of this Mirror Beast were shaking after the sudden death of its ally, and it actually remained 

frozen in place as the fair hands of RUINATION rose to land on its cheek, the authority of an undeniable 

Quasi-TABOO Relic that could easily manipulate Mirror Essence erupting out as the figure of the Mirror 

Beast King…began to shatter into shards of Mirror pieces soon after. 

This was the stage of power that Noah had achieved. 



This was his progress as after meeting creatures for the first time in the Mirror Dimension and defeating 

them, making headway to find what he needed would be all that much easier! 

— 

"This is someone you brought over?" 

A voice filled with calmness echoed out within an expansive hall of a crystalline skyscraper the size of a 

Reality that was floating in space and surrounded by a sparkling multicolored circular shield of light that 

constantly gave out pulses of power. 

Runic Ecritures constantly swirled over this dome-like structure containing the reality-sized fantasy 

skyscraper within, each of them vibrant with ecritures of defense that would make it hard for any Ninth 

Firmament existences to break through it! 

This…was the Peninsula Observatory at the very deepest parts of Pure Blooded Domains of the Royal 

Humans that oversaw all the clusters of Realities in this region- a place that the most prided rulers and 

even at times LEGENDS could be seen moving within! 

At this moment, the one who spoke was a middle aged man with boundless charm and power, a 

solidified crown spinning calmly above his head as he emanate intense authority and regality. He was 

draped with a golden emperor's robe as vibrant dark hair washed over his shoulders, his jaws sharp as 

his eyes were naturally curved into a smile that released sparks of power. 

His aura was stably at the very peak of the Ninth Firmament of Ascendancy as he could overcome the 

thin barrier to Reality whenever he wanted, and he was actually repressing himself for the past billions 

of years as he took on the task of the Bloodline Master of the Pure-Blood Cardinal Royal Human 

Bloodline! 

Yet even with such a stature, this being was actually standing at this moment as there was another 

existence sitting down and emanating multiple times more authority atop a crystalline white throne. 

The Bloodline Master was standing beside this being as he addressed a respective Empress Genevieve 

who nodded at this moment with humility- seeming nothing like the prideful Empress who was a 

shocking personage in the past! He had asked a question while looking at a small illusory screen among 

millions of screens on the walls of the expansive hall they were in- this illusory screen showing the scene 

of the events occurring in the Vestigial Flames Mountain that showed a single existence swallowing 

raging golden flames. 

"Yes, Father. An Enlightened Peerless Alchemist who also happens to have great talent and destiny. I 

figured he would make a great commander under me and elevate our Bloodline even further." 

…! 

She spoke like a dutiful daughter as none of the hatred she had for the whole Pure-Blooded Cardinal 

Royal Human Bloodline was shown, nobody being the wiser that LEGENDS of this Bloodline had 

eradicated her and kept her body and Origin for their own use too many years ago! 



She was biding her time as she acted in an exemplary fashion, being one of the few remaining 

candidates in line to obtain the title of the Bloodline Master as with such an authority, she could gain 

access to where her body and origin were being held for all these years as when that time came… 

"It is an interesting creature with an above average destiny. From the Celestial Vine Bloodline, hm? Have 

him undergo the Bloodline Baptism to tie him to us. Will you be taking him as one of your Guards to the 

Unexplored Grotto Sanctum?" 

BZZZT! 

An even more authoritative voice rung out as it didn't stem from the Bloodline Master, but the being 

that had temporarily taken a seat on the white crystalline throne as this being…released shocking 

cascading waves of the undeniable authority of a LEGEND! 

"Yes, Uncle Brightborn. He was near the stage of A Legend's Visage as after refining his body in the 

Vestigial Flames Mountain, he should stably be there as he will ensure my safety while seeking Destiny." 

…! 

She spoke freely to a LEGEND who sat on the white throne curiously, this being actually not looking like 

an old or middle aged man as he seemed like a barely matured boy above 15 years of age! Yet the 

power he released was undeniable as his hair shone with a dark luster, simple black robes draping over 

him as he nodded. 

"Mmm. But…you already take it upon yourself to grant your people access to our Ecritures even without 

seeking permission, little Gen? You know that you haven't attained the title of Bloodline Master yet!" 

This being had a smile on his face as he spoke with a teasing expression, Empress Genevieve smiling 

shyly as she replied while bowing. 

"I apologize for my impudence, Uncle. I'll be more careful next time!" 

"Haha, it is merely the Legacy that the great OPPENHEIMER left behind. It is no problem sharing it with 

our people. Now, onto the Legions that assassinated our Bloodline Candidate Rulers…" 

The topic quickly moved on to what they considered important matters as Genevieve nodded while 

seemingly listening with all her focus, but her mind was actually swirling with thoughts and plans 

surrounding the one being they had just talked about. 

Alexander King! 

Such beings like him existed in the past as they held their own title and standing. 

Very few beings knew such things as it was rarely talked about publicly, but these beings were truly 

special as they stood above many others, and Genevieve had affirmed her beliefs to Alexander being 

such a being after observing him all this time and his recent actions as she now fully attached to him a 

certain title. 

Chosen Emperor! 



Beings that were exceedingly blessed by Destiny that others could only look on in envy at the things they 

accomplished- they were known as Chosen Emperors as they were the ones who held the most lead in 

attaining the authority of a True Emperor. 

Such beings were extremely special, but they were also great targets precisely due to their identity. 

Killing such beings…was incredibly hard due to their Destiny as Genevieve knew this very well! 

And this was precisely why Genevieve had cemented him as a target. 

After everything she saw, she still only further solidified her mind to devour the entirety of this being! 

Yes, she had her pride as an existence that even had LEGENDS for servants in the past as she had 

underestimated Alexander greatly in the past. Other beings would even choose to forge an alliance with 

an existence that had such a Destiny, but Genevieve still chose the option of conflict! 

This was because the boons of swallowing a Chosen Emperor was obtaining their Destiny and talent for 

yourself as if Genevieve got her hands on this and paired it with the foundation and knowledge she 

had…the seat of the True Emperor of the Kainos Era might actually be achievable. 

"...." 

It would be extremely hard. 

Killing Chosen Emperors was something only powerful LEGENDS had managed to achieve, and it was 

mostly through schemes and betrayals! 

But after seeing everything she had about Alexander King…Genevieve wanted to take on this task as she 

would do whatever it took to achieve it! 

Chapter 1684 Chosen Emperor! lll 

Empress Genevieve put a heavy task before her as she knew this extremely well. This was because she 

had seen how this being had played with Ninth Firmament Enders and Will Bearers with ease while 

utilizing this body that was a mere clone! 

And apart from this clone, he had also shown 2 other Clones that had appeared to finish up the whole 

battle a few days ago. 

Genevieve put all of this into account and then the main body of this being as well…and she still took on 

the task of locating and devouring this being with a level of self-confidence as even with all the 

astounding reserves of Destiny and resources that were at the hands of this Chosen Emperor, she knew 

herself best! 

She knew the resources she held and what power she could call forth…so long as certain conditions 

were met. 

There was still something she could do that would ensure victory even against a Chosen Emperor as 

obscene as this with all his resources and secrets- something that would allow her to wipe out anyone 

that had yet to forge a Reality! 



'Very few can dance expertly on the river of Destiny…and I have been dancing for a long time. Let us see 

who shall remain on the stage when the dust settles!' 

WAA! 

Her thoughts were dominating and wild as she affirmed her will, watching the scenes of the Vestigial 

Flames Mountain where the being in question was actually going towards refining the other two Limit 

Breaking Extreme Physiques right here. 

Physiques that due to him completing them before he broke his shackles would guarantee a crazy 

number of Reality Passages. 

'Something so ridiculous is reminiscent of the foundation of those in the Olden Times, and it should near 

the current publicly known Chosen Emperors as well…' 

Yes! There were a few beings living in these vast realities at this point in time who were known to be 

Chosen Emperors as they could move countless beings with a single wave of their hands. 

Some were the strongest combatants below the stage of LEGENDS, and then there were genuine 

LEGENDS themselves that were Chosen Emperors. 

Before Noah reached such a stage as well, Genevieve hoped to strike at that time as for now, she 

focused on the two figures of regal beings before her and what they brought to attention! 

"This time, it won't just be us as the Scions of the other Four Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Bloodlines will 

also be joining this venture." 

The LEGEND who had the body of a mere 15 year old spoke as above the head of this being, a sparkling 

solidified crown similar to the one above the Bloodline Master was spinning beautifully. 

His figure emanated constant power and authority as light and space seemed to be warping around his 

body constantly, his dominant eyes shining with the light of an illusory Reality as he tapped his finger on 

the White crystalline throne before continuing. 

"This is why I dropped by here to brief you all. I've already talked to Little Katelyn and the others on 

what they need to look out for in this Unexplored Grotto Sanctum, and now you are the last one, Little 

Gen." 

SHAA! 

Vibrant destiny erupted out as Genevieve nodded with seriousness while facing the gaze of a LEGEND 

whose eyes flashed with ingenuity! 

"I understand, Uncle Brightborn. What do I need to be on the lookout for?" 

Within the Unexplored Grotto Sanctum filled with opportunities and destinies where those at the peak 

of the Ninth Firmament who had been accumulating destiny and establishing their foundation could go 

on to break their last shackles and achieve the stage of Reality! 

This was the purpose of all those entering, but this was still a Grotto Sanctum that LEGENDS normally 

explored. 



"Places such as these have untold dangers within them precisely due to how packed they were with 

fortune and destiny, where even its surrounding atmosphere is so packed with unique types of Essence 

that some of the entering beings will choose to and can finally break into Reality the moment they 

arrive. So your enemies won't just be A Legend's Visage…but you will more than likely come across 

Genuine LEGENDS trying to hinder you." 

…! 

The LEGEND Brightborn spoke of such matters calmly as Genevieve nodded and continued to listen. 

"This is why you all must group together and reinforce each other. With the capabilities of someone like 

Katelyn in the lead, you all will be capable of escaping from a LEGEND as the moment any of you find the 

chance to break through, you can move much more freely. For you it is even more difficult as this 

journey can help you build your ultimate foundation…but you can choose not to break through if you 

still seek the title of Bloodline Master when you return." 

A myriad of thoughts came out from the LEGEND as he advised on the journey to come, eventually 

arriving at the true topic and purpose of his visit today as he spoke of what he told Katelyn and all the 

others since he arrived. 

"Lastly…and the thing I want you all to be on the lookout for, is this." 

BZZZZT! 

Arcs of multicolored light bloomed out as Brightborn waved his hands and caused a blindingly dazzling 

item to appear in his hands. 

It sucked in all the surroundings grandeur as it announced itself to be more majestic than even the aura 

of the LEGEND holding it- the item being a circular crystal that held a swirling multicolored river of 

Reality constantly swirling within it! 

"A Grotto Nacre…" 

OOOOM! 

The mere mention of this wondrous piece of art in his hands caused it to buzz and reinvigorate the 

Origins of all those here as it released a wondrous multicolored light, even the eyes of the LEGEND bring 

covered by a mesmerizing light as he held onto this circular pearl of multicolored light and continued. 

"The reason that many LEGENDS explore Grotto Sanctums and fight over them are these Grotto Nacres, 

and you all will actually have the chance to obtain these treasures that may not be of much use to you 

now- but are indispensable when you are LEGENDS!" 

…! 

Chapter 1685 From Dream to Reality! l 

"If you come across a Grotto Nacre or anything like it and bring it out, you can turn it into to me to get 

anything you wish for." 

…! 



WAP! 

The pearl holding a swirling multicolored crystal faded away from few as the LEGEND Brightborn 

finished his words. 

Grotto Nacre. 

It was an item that Genevieve was familiar with as she also sought such items in the past herself after 

the proliferation of Realities! 

'Why would I hand them over to you when I can utilize them myself?' 

She sneered inwardly as she thought, but she kept her outward gaze of respect while nodding. 

"I understand. The path this time will be dangerous, but I don't see any complications…even if the time 

comes that we have to fight off the other Bloodlines!" 

…! 

The other Bloodlines participating in this prized event. It didn't just involve the Reality Ursidae, Infinite 

Willow Trees, and the Royal Humans whose Legends had located the chosen Unexplored Grotto 

Sanctum- it would also include the Scions of the Dragon Phoenix Bloodline and lastly, the Primordial 

Bloodline that occupied the unshakable top position…the Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Astral Bloodline! 

Existences whose very origins stemmed from stellar concepts and constructs as traversing through the 

stages of power was easy for them. 

Winged celestial beings whose very bodies exhumed the light of Cosmos and Realities as on the 

leaderboard of Primordials, they stood at the very peak! 

The 5 Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Bloodlines were all under the banner of Primordials, but they still had 

loyalty to their own Bloodlines as when they entered the Unexplored Grotto Sanctum, conflict would 

break out amongst themselves as some might even face death from their very own people. 

Among those who would be entering, the most feared and respected were the Scions of the Dragon 

Phoenix Bloodlines for their brutality, the Scions of the Reality Ursidae for their unreasonable and 

immovable righteousness, and the Scions of the Astral Bloodline that were simply because they were 

the face of Primordials that even other Primordial Bloodlines feared going against them. 

The Infinite Willow Trees were also extremely powerful as they would have made it among those most 

feared, but their nature was more gentle and reclusive as they kept to themselves- making it so that one 

would rarely have conflict with them unless they really sought it! 

Pure-Blooded Cardinal Royal Humans were in between as even with their robust Physiques, they 

weren't the most feared amongst the Pure-Blooded Cardinal Bloodlines. 

But even with this knowledge, Genevieve's mind still focused on the Scions of the Astral Bloodline. 

'If I happen to isolate one of them or even a Reality Ursidae, it would also be extremely helpful to 

devour them…' 

…! 



These were the thoughts crossing Genevieve's mind as if she could devour these beings as well and 

create a stupendous foundation, she could also take another path and forgo her candidacy to become a 

Bloodline Ruler as she forged her Reality and became a LEGEND within this Unexplored Grotto Sanctum- 

which would also grant her a level of authority to access where they hid her body! 

There were many paths one could take as the workings of destiny would decide which one would be 

followed, the specifics of the upcoming expedition continuing to be discussed within the Peninsula 

Observatory as outside of this location, events continued to unfold. 

— 

In the Vestigial Flames Mountain, Noah was near the very peak as his body constantly devoured Golden 

Vestigial Flames- beginning to refine the Chassis and Relegator's Limit Breaking Extreme Physiques as he 

was truly going on the path of building his ultimate foundation! 

An unsurpassable foundation that even the most talented Primordials could not compare to- and then 

exceed that even further! 

For this, Noah didn't just plan on completing the Physiques he had obtained so far as going past that- he 

wanted to forge his own Physique that would help him attain the largest number of Reality Passages 

before he broke his shackles. 

A Physique to topple all others as he just had to base the body, Origin, and Soul Refinement that he had 

been seeing so far with something entirely his own. 

The Essence of the Dictum Emperor and Tyrannical Emperor were dancing wildly in his mind for the 

possibilities of how he could do it as he experienced the refinement of golden flames atop the Vestigial 

Flames Mountain, and the answer actually led to the Third Construct of his Infinite System! 

He had Infinite Resources and Infinite Dream…and he now wanted a Physique that would continue to 

refine his body endlessly. 

Why did there have to be a stopping point at 100% refinement? 

Why couldn't there be continued strengthening and refinement over time?! 

WAA! 

The thought alone caused wild waves of Destiny to churn chaotically as what was left behind was 

figuring out a feasible way of doing it. 

Nearly all of the existences in the Firmaments of Ascendancy played with Systems in a certain way- 

whether it was by the passive strengthening of their bodies and souls, methods of altering reality to 

boost abilities in a certain field, or in unique ways like Noah was doing to forge his Infinite System with 

droves of the Essence of Reality and Mana. 

Barely any of the Systems of the beings Noah had killed so far had come close to matching the ones he 

had made or something as unique as the Necromancer System or Idle Gaming System that Eckert had- 

showing how wide of a range there was to the effectiveness and power of Systems! For other beings, it 

was merely auxiliary to their power as it didn't play a major part in their lives, and for other beings like 

Noah- it could fundamentally change how they operated and how they snatched Destiny! 



At this moment in time, all that was left was for Noah to ponder on exactly how to forge a technique of 

Limit Breaking Extreme Physique Refinement into his concept of System as it would be harder and more 

arduous than the previous constructs he had made. 

But with his Destiny, he could already see that it was possible…and there was a certain dimension he 

could utilize to aid him in doing just this. 

The dimension where there was little distinction between false and real, between dream and reality! 

The answers for the endlessly refining physique lay…in the Dream Dimension! 

Chapter 1686 From Dream to Reality! ll 

In the hazy space filled with silver spicules of sand. 

The figure of Noah's 1,000th soul could be seen as his fair hands were dancing mesmerizingly, the silver 

sand in the surroundings falling under his control with ease as they rose and fell under his will! 

This…was all due to that he had attained after withstanding the will of the Nightmare Sand Emperor. 

:: An ability that grants the authority of Dream Manipulation, with the user gaining a level of control of 

the Sands of Dreams within the Dream Dimension. With this authority, they can also intrude upon, 

shape, and manipulate the dreams of others. When proficient enough and a sufficient price is paid, the 

user's manipulated dreams can even affect outside Reality as the barrier between what is real and what 

is false becomes a thin distinction. The inhabitants of the Dream Dimension are more visible to you as 

Lines of Dreams can be drawn from you and what you dream to achieve. Sandman is only a preliminary 

ability for those proficient in traversing the Dream Dimension, and there are ways possible to obtain 

even higher authorities that can make dreams indistinguishable from reality… 

A wondrous ability that allowed Noah to move across the Dream Dimensions more easily, and the one 

that made him recall the words of the Nightmare Sand Emperor over and over again! 

Dreams could make Emperors as they even gave reason for every action that an existence took! 

A father dreams of taking care of his family and keeping them safe, so he goes to work day in and day 

out. 

A man dreams of wealth, power, and women…and so he moves to make such a thing achievable! 

A woman dreams of having power and authority to not need protection from others…so she does 

everything to make that possible! 

Everyone has dreams as they base what they do on these abstract concepts, with some failing to achieve 

their dreams as others…eventually achieve everything as they make their dreams into Reality. 

Noah wanted to make his dreams into reality in the truest sense as he affirmed it was somewhat 

difficult for him to forge the Infinite Resources and Infinite Dream Construct- but he was able to do it as 

he already had concepts that contributed to their making. 

The concept of an ever evolving Physique that affected the number of Reality Passages he would form, 

his Origin, his current strength and future strength, and ultimately the type of foundation he would 



forge…it was a task that required too many achievements as large reserves of the Essence of Reality 

would not be enough to bring it to fruition! 

And this was where the Essence and concept of the Dream Dimension came in. 

The Essence of a Dimension that could make one's Dream into a Reality would be what Noah would 

include in the Primordial Epitaph for the second Construct of the Infinite System! 

It was also something he had to use in the near future as he also developed his own Runic Ecriture of 

Modus Operandi. 

All knowledge and laid down rules stated how the breaking of one's shackles opened the pathway to a 

certain number of Reality Passages. 

Did Noah also have to abide by these restrictions? Did he truly have to put a cap on the number of 

Reality Passages he could have?! 

OOOM! 

Destiny flowed and ebbed powerfully with these thoughts as Noah's eyes in the infinitesimally small 

region of the Dream Dimension shone. 

"First, let's locate Golden Sand…" 

was activated in full as Essence of Reality began to be pulled upon from the far away slumbering main 

body, Lines of Dreams emanating from Noah as they shot into the mass of silver sand and sought out 

the treasures of the Dream Dimension! 

— 

In a region of space within the Boundary Between Realities. 

Another one of Noah's clones could be seen floating in space calmly, situated in a meditative position as 

his hand was resting on his chin while looking forward expectantly. 

He had been waiting like this for quite some time as his body released hidden waves of destiny, the 

direction he was looking at being where his destiny told him his targets would come from as soon 

enough… 

OOOOM! 

The allure of an enormous cerulean disk like vessel could be seen tearing apart through space, moving 

unknown light years every second as within moments, it covered everything in Noah's field of vision. 

It gave off the aura of a Primordial Relic as atop this disc like vessel, one could find waves of immense 

coldness permeating throughout as dozens of figures of Seventh Firmament cerulean blue Royal Wolves 

could be seen! 

Their bodies gave off ferocious glints as their fur sparkled in the dark space, a wolf larger than all others 

standing in front of this small Legion as he stepped out with regality and looked at Noah. 



"Noah Osmont! You shall be questioned and then killed for contributing to the death of Princess Snow. 

Make it easier by revealing the rest of your associates…and we will make it painless!" 

HOOOONG! 

The Legion sent out by the Royal Wolf Bloodline had arrived after Noah dropped some leads for them to 

follow, and Noah looked at the force made of 50 Seventh Firmament Royal Wolves as it would have 

definitely been overkill for any other Seventh Firmament Blacklister. 

But for him… 

"Mmm, I will also make it painless." 

BZZZZT! 

While still seated in a meditative position, Noah's hands motioned downwards while his body erupted 

with just 10 dazzling golden Ascendancy Halos. 

For the enemies before him, he didn't even need a tenth of the true power he could dish out currently 

as the Limit Breaking Extreme Mana Physique alone granted an extra 100 Base True Reality Damage 

Values to all his attacks, LETHE granted another 100 through OBLIVION, and now the newly refined 

Burgeoning Limit Breaking Extreme Physique that caused Runic Ecritures of to swirl around him…this 

also granted another 100 to True Reality Damage and even 150 to True Reality Defense Values! 
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:: Refined under the Vestigial Flames of a Grotto Sanctum Core, your body has been reborn from Flames 

as your very cells exude immense vitality. Runic Ecritures of begin to naturally form and rotate around 

you as each one passively protects you from incoming True Reality Damage Values and grants 10% Total 

Vitality and Health Regeneration every microsecond. Due to the Extreme boundaries your body has 

reached under this refinement, a base 100 True Reality Damage Values and 150 True Reality Defense 

Values is granted to all abilities and attacks… 

A stupendous boost from the Burgeoning Limit Breaking Extreme Physique as Noah expected a similar 

level of boost from the Chassis and Relegator's Limit Breaking Extreme Physiques that he was still 

refining with the Golden Vestigial Flames at this very moment! 

As he looked at the huge figures of Royal Wolves before his eyes, he merely utilized the authority of 10 

Ascendancy Halos as he didn't even show their true colors, beckoning down with his mere finger as far 

above the glacial disc vessel, space began to rupture as something terrifying was called down. 

"." 

BZZT! 

An ability that at its base value, it only dealt 20 True Reality Damage Values. But when accounting for 

the additional 100 Values from the Runic Kainos Mana Lines of Ascendancy and an additional 100 from 

the Burgeoning Limit Breaking Extreme Physique, along with the boosts of the Quasi-TABOO Relics that 

Noah wore…it was to even think about as his TABOO Relic's boosts were not yet even counted! 



But he did not even need to activate as just from a single cast with the authority of 1 Ascendancy Halo 

that held a 100x multiplier…the damage exceeded the minimum threshold for one to be capable of 

erasing the natural laws of Reality. 

One didn't even have to destroy their minds imagining the damage output with all of his 20 Ascendancy 

Halos fused to him and what their ridiculous total multiplier would be as just this…was more than 

enough for dozens of Seventh Tier Existences. 

OOOOM! 

The space above them tore and cried out as the tip of a sword blazing with the light of a Reality pierced 

through, enlarging with every microsecond as before it even arrived, it already bore down immense 

weight and pressure towards their targets! 

The cerulean blue fur on the Royal Wolves rose up in fright as they were only able to send their wills and 

eyes up to look. 

To look and see an enormous Ascendant Sword of Reality horrifically tearing apart space and making it a 

blank white wherever it passed, a sword five times their size as it locked them down where they couldn't 

even move a muscle! 

The whole space shuddered and cried out as it was akin to a page being cut, the glacial vessel the Royal 

Wolves were on mere a mere drawing on paper as when the Ascendant Sword of Reality came down, it 

smoothly smashed into and cut them as if it was merely a sharp object passing through paper. 

SHAAA! 

An eerie sound of space being torn and turned white and the Origins of many beings shattering at once 

could be heard as without even moving from his spot, Noah had merely motioned with his hands as he 

decimated a Legion of Seventh Firmament existences. 

The allure of beautiful prompts if loot rose over Noah's eyes as Shards of a Seed of Reality rolled in along 

with Reality Crystals and bountiful Bloodlines of Edicts that were devoured into his Unnamed Kainos 

Emperor Bloodline naturally, along with their Edicts that Noah could burn to elevate his soul even 

further! 

The elevation of his soul would always continue as time passed, with him having to become even 

stronger as he didn't just want to stop at being capable of dividing 1000 portions of his soul when he 

utilized Infinite Dream. 

He wanted to be able to send out thousands of portions of souls as to elevate his Infinite Reality to the 

next stage, thousands of fused Realities were needed! 

So these dozens of Seventh Firmament existences with their many Minor, Greater, Quasi-Insuperable, 

and Insuperable Nomological Edicts…Noah actually considered them high tier loot simply because of the 

tools they provided for him to strengthen his soul. 

"Ah…" 



Billowing spatial storms ensued with utter chaos as Essence of Reality naturally seeped from the seams 

of surrounding space to heal the destroyed blank white area into normality, a shout actually being heard 

in this region of Spatial storms as the spray figure of a single Royal Wolf could be seen unharmed! 

It wasn't because he was something unique or extremely strong, but… 

"You simply weren't selected as a target." 

…! 

The Ascendant Sword of Reality was utterly Cataclysmic, but it selected its targets under Noah's will as a 

single Royal Wolf was left behind. 

Noah's True Sanguine Clone remained floating in a seated position in space as, his arm coming to stroke 

his chin calmly and with a devilish smile as he spoke to the trembling Seventh Firmament Royal Wolf 

that was gazing around in utter fear and disbelief! 

"Go on. Tell them what happened here. Let's see what more you all can bring." 

….! 

A direct challenge was cast out at this moment as the instant Noah's words landed, the Royal Wolf 

turned into a streak of blue light as he ran away fearfully while looking back every microsecond- as if a 

cruel devil had its eyes on his back that could pounce on him at any moment! 

The tides of destiny flowed serenely as Noah simply watched the retreating figure, closing his eyes and 

going through the newly gained Edicts to see if any concepts held unique ideas for him to forge into his 

own better ones. 

As always- he could continue to try and improve! 

As this clone waited for a train of loot to come his way, the portion of soul that had actually arrived into 

a Forgotten Reality had arrived in the boundary of the space that leaked ancientness and oldness. 

The surroundings were filled with bleakness and a pervasive black essence that made everything hard to 

see, but Noah's solidified soul holding the golden book could see the shocking sight of endless ruins 

beginning before him! 

Long spanning structures that at first, one would think they were buildings- but when they looked at the 

shattered pieces of these humongous structures…they would actually notice them to similarly match to 

body parts and bones. 

Mountainous skulls of different species as vast as Cosmos. 

Somehow a preserved and pulsing heart the size of a universe leaking a black fluid that formed into a 

sea around it! 

A finger…that glimmered with the dimming light of a Reality as it was multiple Cosmos vast in size. 

Boundless oddities seemed to lay before Noah's eyes as when he began floating towards this region, his 

soul began to buzz with activity! 



Chapter 1688 A Grave From A Past Era! l 

An expanse of shocking ruins lay before Noah's eyes as each one was more wondrous than the last. 

The bleak darkness filling everything was unique as when he entered the region where the ruins began, 

things could actually be seen more clearly as destroyed structures and body parts of ancient beings 

could be seen strewn all around. 

Noah's solidified soul was garbed in a simple white robe as he couldn't call upon his entire strength with 

a mere portion of his soul, and the ruins caused everything to be enveloped with a terrifying sense of 

pressure that caused even him to feel a sense of suffocation! 

He grasped the golden book in his hands tightly before even proceeding forward as he voiced out 

thoughtfully. 

"Are there any spatial restrictions similar to Forsaken Treasure Realities…?" 

OOOM! 

<No, Master. This Forgotten Reality is merely located in an extremely far away pocket of space.> 

"Mmm, good." 

His will moved out as he pulled upon the connection of his main body and locked onto the positioning of 

where his portion of soul was. 

Each Reality was unique and held its own restrictions as the past Forsaken Treasure Reality had spatial 

restrictions that didn't even allow one to teleport within the Reality, much less into or out of it! 

But this Forgotten Reality…did not seem to have such a restriction as this allowed Noah to call upon a 

True Sanguine Clone to come here. The mere portion of his soul would not be enough for what was to 

come as at this moment, droves of Mana and the Essence of Reality was burned in Noah's Origin, a 

spatial light erupting out near him as soon after, a devilishly handsome Noah with boundlessly 

domineering pressure stepped out of the spatial light. 

SHAA! 

His body was covered by Runic Kainos Mana Lines of Ascendancy and Runic Ecritures powerfully reading 

<MANA> and <LIFE>, his skin painted with stellar Cosmos releasing a beautiful hue of colors. 

The spatial light faded around him as the portion of soul that had anchored to this location and called 

him over turned into a streak of light that shot into the head of the True Sanguine Clone and 

disappeared right after! 

"Hmmm…" Noah felt his full strength coursing through him as he nodded, bountiful light erupting from 

him as 20 Black Tier Ascendancy Halos soon bloomed from his body- his clone calling upon their 

authority at this moment so he could move easier in this oppressively dangerous location and be ready 

for any threats that came. 

This was a Forgotten Reality. A visage of the past contained in a vast pocket of space as it could hold 

treasures or secrets…or even possibly vestiges of the past that might still be alive even now! 



With his preparations in place, Noah fully entered the ruins and observed everything around him, even 

his surging will being restricted to the areas he could see as he marveled at the oddities around him. 

The strewn-out body parts that were still preserved even now. 

The grand broken structures made of material he could pinpoint! 

They all seemed utterly unique as Noah came in front of a pulsating heart the size of a universe that was 

leaking out a vile black essence that he instantly recognized to be Pandemonium. 

BZZZT! 

Arcs of golden light erupted from his eyes as Author's Jurisdiction and Reader's Viewpoint pulled in 

information on all his surroundings, a prompt rising about the heart before his eyes soon after. 

<Desolate Kun Peng's Heart>:: A heart from an ancient beast that was prominent in a past Age. Its body 

has perished during a Cataclysmic battle, but the heart refuses to fade as it has been feeding on the 

Essence of Reality and the natural essence of Pandemonium it was born with to continue beating to this 

day. It has now fallen under the category of an Ultimate TABOO Material as it can be utilized to enhance 

already forged TABOO Relics, giving those Relics the chance to awaken the will and Bloodline of the race 

this heart belonged to. It can also be utilized as a substitute material for most required ingredients to 

form a TABOO Relic, with the item born also having the chance to attain a trace of the Kun Peng 

Bloodline if the Forger is proficient enough. Handling it is extremely hard as sufficient strength is 

required… 

…! 

A mere pulsing heart in the periphery of the ruins actually turned out to be the heart of a being that 

held an ancient Bloodline Noah had yet to even hear of- Kun Peng! 

His eyes brightened up as he wondered about the other things around him, his eyes coming to land on 

the skulls and bones around him stretching the size of Universes or Cosmos, along with the finger that 

glimmered with the dimming light of a Reality that was multiple Cosmos vast in size. 

<Appendage of the Ruined Emperor>:: A finger from a fallen Emperor whose destiny exceeded most 

others in his Age. It has fallen to the ravages of time as all the remaining destiny has been condensed 

into it, its core holding the pervasive Will of the Ruined Emperor as it can be activated two times to 

release this will onto one's enemies. Each activation will require 100,000 Units of the Essence of Reality 

as it activates <The Ruined Will of the Reality Crusher> that rages out a base True Reality Damage Value 

of 1,000-5,000. Depending on the caster's authority and power, the released will of the Ruined Emperor 

can cause damage as low as A Legend's Visage and as high as a powerful attack of a beginner LEGEND… 

…! 

Another item with shocking history and usage appeared as a mere finger that could potentially release 

an attack of a LEGEND! 

It was something wild as even Noah's Keystone Ascendant Skill Tree held some abilities that at their 

base only held a range of 5 or 20 Base True Reality Damage Values. 



It was the authority of his Ascendancy Halos that came through to multiply this damage Value to crazy 

levels- and this was how it worked for everyone else! 

All of the existences in the Firmaments of Ascendancy relied on the authority of their Halos formed by 

their Flames of Edicts to multiply the damage of their abilities, with the higher tier Halos like Noah's 

Black Ascendancy Halos having much higher damage and defense value Multipliers. 

This was why in the highest stage of the Firmaments of Ascendancy and for those beginning their path 

as LEGENDS, they all strove to forge Quasi-TABOO and TABOO Nomological Edicts to attain stupendous 

authorities that elevated their power even higher! 
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Something like the <Appendage of the Ruined Emperor> that could actually only be utilized twice had a 

base damage value of 1,000-5,000. Depending on who utilized it…the multiplier of such damage was 

unbelievable as if one just said their True Reality Damage Value was 1,000x when fused with their Halos, 

this was Damage in the millions as it far exceeded the mere 20,000 True Reality Damage Value threshold 

that was required to eradicate the natural laws of Reality and form blank white space! 

It was enough to be considered a saving talisman for any existence that had yet to become a LEGEND as 

Noah reached out for it right away. 

"Come!" 

HOOONG! 

His will barreled out greedily as he reached out for both this and the Desolate Kun Peng's Heart, his will 

wrapping around them to bring them into his Expansive Space when… 

BZZZT! 

Baleful black arcs of light rebuffed his will the moment he imposed it on the items to call them onto him- 

these arcs of light utterly inviolable as they dissipated all of Noah's surrounding will in an instant! 

"..." 

Noah stared forward with shining eyes at such a result as he cracked his neck and stretched his body 

soon after, ready to explode to attain what he wanted as it seemed that nothing would ever be so easy. 

. 

But a moment later… 

<Interesting.> 

BOOOM! 

A maddening voice full of Age and ancientness boomed out from all around! 

<You are the 188th being to have fallen into this grave that buried many fools eons ago.> 

…! 



Noah's eyes released Resplendent rays of light as his Ascendancy Halos retreated into his body to fuse 

with him right away, his soul feeling a shocking level of threat from this voice alone while it seemed 

nonchalant! 

<You have no need to worry. I am merely a will that is hard to kill even with time, and I am just 

preserving the remains of old friends. Since destiny has drawn you here, I will give you the same options 

I gave the others. Withstand my <Aged Remembrance> and learn about the history of those who fell 

here…and you shall be allowed to leave with 5 Remnant Relics like the ones you were reaching out to.> 

WAA! 

Noah was already erupting with an aurora of wings and into the true form of a Samsara Cosmic Dao 

Origin when these words booked out calmly, his will convening with his Origin as he found no falsehood 

within these words that didn't seem to have a source! 

<I will also give you a warning that some others have ignored. Even LEGENDS have fallen into this grave 

as they tried to desecrate the remains of those here and go against my will, and this is the result…> 

HOOONG! 

The stable ruins filled with age shocking began to shift and move as further inside the ruins, structures 

were moved aside as others were brought forward! 

What came forward this time was truly dreadful as the figure of an existence split in half could be seen, 

a shattered river of Reality still dazzling with incandescent light cleanly cleaving in two being visible on 

their chest. 

The figure was humanoid as it was the size of a Cosmos, its head cleanly preserved as one could see 

crimson horns rising from its forehead as flames still burned at the tips of these horns! 

This…was a fallen LEGEND who held a look of authority and power even in death- as if he did with this 

look with his death being too quick for him to even notice. 

BZZZT! 

Soon after, the ancient ruins shifted again as another body floated forward, this time the shattered shell 

of an enormous turtle being seen as the Cosmos painted over it were already dim, an air of sadness and 

desolation surrounding it as it was another dead LEGEND! 

<Withstand my <Aged Remembrance> and learn of the history of the fallen…and you can leave with 5 of 

what they left behind. Or leave as is and your memories of this place shall be wiped…what shall it be?> 

"..." 

The surroundings calmed. 

Noah didn't bother with anything else as the only thing he convened with was his destiny. 

It had never led him wrong before, and its boundless seas would not lead him wrong now as they told 

him…there was great fortune to be found in this Forgotten Reality, and whatever the story is that 

caused this to be the grave of many Legends! 



The more shocking thing was that he might not be able to fuse this Reality into his Infinite Reality after 

everything was done as the will overseeing it…could even decimate LEGENDS! 

'Let's do it…' 

While fused with his Ascendancy Halos, the raging essence within his body calmed as while looking like a 

cluster of 10 Billion Cosmos, his will voiced out. 

"I shall withstand your <Aged Remembrance>!" 

WAA! 

A voice of determination that the Aged Will overseeing everything gave an unseen nod to, the 

surrounding ruins beginning to shake as a black light that was painting and holding all the ruins in place 

shone out, coagulation together to form into a dense trapezoidal obsidian crystal that came to float in 

front of Noah! 

A dark crystal that continued to receive the obsidian authority of this Forgotten Reality as soon after, it 

released a black pillar of light that shot towards Noah's body. 

He didn't shake or flutter as this light sank into his mind, his form of Cosmos only shining with greater 

light as its vision changed. 

He didn't see the ruins before his eyes anymore as a shocking image began to rise before him- a scene of 

boundless wonder and beauty that he had no authority to see playing out before him at this moment! 

<Before the Will of Primordials changed many things, there were the Ancient Bloodlines that lorded over 

the vast and nigh endless singular Reality…> 

Noah's soul shuddered as he was shown a scene from ages past. 

A scene of an Era that had long since passed…a scene of a time before the Infinite Realities came to be! 
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<In the Ages past, there was only ever the concept of Reality.> 

BZZZT! 

Terrifying swirls of power and pressure of a will cascaded onto Noah's mind as he bore a heavy 

oppression to be shown the things he was currently seeing- this being the process of <Aged 

Remembrance> that one had to go through if they wanted to have the chance of taking out 5 things 

from this Forgotten Reality! 

Noah's exceptionally strong soul bore everything as he had his Mana, Destiny, Fortune, and Essence of 

Reality on standby to soothe and strengthen his soul whenever the ancient will that was imposing its 

memories onto him became too heavy. 

<The idea of Infinite Realities was not even something that danced in the minds of any beings, with 

Reality being something that continued to expand outwards endlessly as nobody had even found where 

its edges were.> 



As the aged voice came down, Noah's vision opened to a scene of utter stupor as he could see an 

endless blue sky and an earth below whose very sand glimmered with the stellar light of stars. 

It seemed to stretch out for many light years as it gave a feeling of vastness, but its endlessly expanding 

horizons made one feel extremely small! 

If ones will stretched out for millions of light years more, they would be able to notice bright colored 

rifts and portals stretched throughout, hiding unknown wonders within as for some areas of the skies- 

there would even be a sudden transition from sky to stellar space that would go on for many more light 

years. 

There were many words to describe the feel of the Endless skies and stellar earth, but only a single 

feeling came to light as Noah watched it all. 

Boundless! 

<Before the Olden Times ended, the last Age of Emperors was known…as the Age of Destiny.> 

HOONG! 

As the aged will spoke, Noah's surroundings unfurled with even more wonder as across the skies, seas of 

golden Essence bloomed and stretched out for light years on end, the stellar earth below rising with lush 

vegetation that glimmered with Universes and Cosmos. 

Unique animals without conscious wills could be seen grazing on the stellar earth as their bodies were 

robust and the size of mountains, droves of four legged Beasts walking around the stellar earth calmly as 

they foraged and ate from the dense vegetation around them. 

The unique thing was their bodies showing illusory Origins of Universes and Cosmos that showed their 

Realm…and these were mere Beasts that were at the lowest rungs of power as they lived their lives 

simply! 

<It was an Age where everything flourished as destiny was exceedingly more dense than any of the past 

Ages, with more Candidate Emperors being born and more mysterious Domain Spaces filled with 

dangers and treasures materializing throughout constantly forming. It was also the Age where the 

Ancient Bloodlines moved with fervor to grasp onto this abundant destiny, each one wishing to have 

their Bloodline be the one to birth the True Emperor.> 

The vibrant skies filled with golden seas of destiny changed as they were replaced with scenes of the 

Illusory images of many creatures- each portraying a different Bloodline! 

<The Ancient Bloodlines were on good terms even while competing, with the Prominent ones in the lead 

being the fierce Kun Peng, Nature Spirits, Qilins, Celestial Nymphs, Eldritch Champions, and many more. 

There were also Bloodlines rising in power within this Age that began making major waves- these 

Bloodlines namely being the Astral Bloodline, Infinite Willow Trees, Reality Ursidae…and a few more.> 

The images shifted to show shocking beings as Noah's eyes were mesmerized by the astounding figure 

of the one called Kun Peng. 



A glorious beast leaking horrifying majesty as it seemed to be a fusion of a mythical bird and a deep sea 

Emperor that held flames swirling all over its body, its skin alone littered and made entirely of Runic 

Ecritures as it boasted terrifying majesty! 

The Nature Spirits were wondrous as their bodies seemed entirely made of different wavelengths of 

light, their form constantly changing as they seemed to meld with the surrounding natural laws of 

Reality- essence of Reality naturally suffusing into them and bathing them with power. 

The Qilins, Eldritch Champions, and Celestial Nymphs were just as majestic, but Noah's eyes could help 

but be carried towards the 'rising' Bloodlines that he knew about now as the Pure-Blooded Cardinal 

Royal Bloodlines! 

The dazzling image of an ancient tree that glimmered with the light of stars could be seen floating side 

by side with the shocking visage of a creature taking on the form of something reminiscent to a Bear- 

but this bear like creature imposed astounding majesty as a river of Reality coursed over its entire body, 

its irises unique shaped like spinning golden crowns. 

This…was the mere image of a Reality Ursidae! 

Besides it was an image that should be foreign to Noah, but he recognized it somewhat as it was a 

constantly changing form of Cosmos- the entire figure made up of stellar bodies as it actually reminded 

him of the True Form he took on right now of a Samsara Cosmic Dao Origin. 

This…was a creature of the Astral Bloodline! 

<Each Bloodline held their own uniqueness as they ruled over vast stretches of land that went on for 

untold Light Years, the more land under their authority granting them more power and destiny as the 

goal of every Bloodline was to expand and increase what they already had.> 

The surroundings changed once more as the Illusory figures of Bloodlines faded from the dazzling skies, 

the old voice taking a pause as it seemed to be gazing at Noah's mind. 

When it saw him calmly take in the surroundings while waiting for more and not being disturbed, it 

continued on! 

<In these vast stretches of land and endless Domain Spaces of Reality, oddities and mysteries were 

many as a certain group had picked up on shocking news during their journey, a group that had rushed 

back towards the prosperous lands of the Olden Alliance where the countless Ancient Bloodlines had 

their representatives residing.> 

Noah's will felt even more strain as a new stage of the <Aged Remembrance> continued, shocking 

secrets about to be unveiled at this moment! 

 


